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22% of Brits have walked passed  
someone who had broken down  
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Bristol is 
ranked the 
‘kindest’ 
place in 
Britain*

35-44 year olds  
...are most likely to not help out a stranger

18-24 year olds
were ranked highest  

having never done anything unkind

...of Brits have 
never done 

anything unkind LONDON 

RANKED 
LEAST 
KINDEST 
PLACE
IN BRITAIN

IS

36% of Brits  
have been in a vulnerable 
situation and haven’t been 
helped, with Oxford being 

ranked the worst 

56% of those in 
York would help 
a stranger if they 
noticed someone 
who needed help

of Brits spend less 
than an hour a week 
helping others or  
their local community

of Brits are most likely to accept 
a neighbours post to help them 

out on a regular basis -  
the task ranked highest 

of Brits have walked 
passed a homeless  

person in need 

42%

57%

Co-op kindness index
3-4 hours is the average time Brits 

spend a week helping others or 
their local Community

3-4hrs 
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of Brits don’t ever 
help someone in their 
loCal community on a 

regular basis  

21% 

glaswegians are most likely to do 
a good deed only to be able to post 

about it on social media

Homeless

* based on a survey of 4,000 people in February 2016 – based on the number of good 
  deeds done, minus the number of bad deeds

Brits are least likely to do a random aCt of kindness for 
a member of their local police force or medical staff at a 

loCal hospital, with 1%

54%

57% of those in aberdeen 
are most likely to help a 
stranger struggling with 

heavy shopping bags

Can i help?

22% 

Brits are least likely to volunteer  
at a loCal support group – 9%

MANCHESTER

manchester is the city ranked highest  
having never done anything unkind

kind


